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FRENCH RAILWAY TARGETS BOMBED

Lancasters, Halifaxes and Stirlings of Bomber Command made heavy attacks last

night on two railway targets, at LILLE, the most important industrial town in Northern

France, and at VILLENEUVE ST. GEORGES, a suburb of Paris, a few miles to the south-?

east of the centre of the town. There are railway yards and important railway

facilities, sheds and repair shops at both places. Wagons loaded with war materials

are always likely to be in the yards.

The target at Villeneuve St, Georges is one of a number of similar railway centres,

several of which have been attacked recently by Bomber Command, with clear weather,

good visibility, and a brilliant moon, the target was clearly identified and accurately

marked* There was stiff opposition to the attack, both intense heavy flak and many

night fighters. One bomber group alone reported ten'combats. But all crews were

confident that their bombing was accurate and they brought back good night photographs

of the target.

At Lille, are there is a very important locomotive depot, there was a small amount

of cloud, but again the target was precisely marked. All crews reported two huge

explosions in the' target area, an uprush of flames to a, height of many thousands of feet,

which lasted for about 15 seconds and was followed by a. dense cloud of black smoke.

On the way back, crews saw that the smoke had risen to 10,000 feet. A similar explosion

was lately reported during an attack on a railway target near Paris, and it was after-

wards found that a train loaded with explosive material had blown, up*

Several squadrons of Mosquitos made a rapid and well-planned attack on MANNHEIN,

dropping fifteen 4,000 pounders and many other bombs in ten minutes, between 11.10 p.n*

and 11.20 p.m. The attack began with the dropping of target-indicators through cloud,

exactly as in a major attack, and bombing was concentrated round the markers* A very

large explosion lit up a great area of cloud soon after the attack began and crews

arriving towards the end saw that fires were spreading quickly*

Such often made by more then fifty Mosquitos at a tine, are an important

contribution to Bomber Command’s offensive. Mosquitos recently did serious damage to

the' great AUGUST THYSSEN steel works at DUISBURG—HAMBORN, the largest single producer

steel in Germany,


